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by Kent Weeks
Dept. of Political Science

To talk of student power
as a new phenomenon is to
mislead; student power has
always existed. However, today students are attempting to
their role as students and
are beginning to apprehend the
magnitude of the influence which
they can collectively wield on the
American campus if they assume
concomitant responsibility.
Student power is both positive
and negative. When students demand a greater participation in
decisions affecting their educational environment, they are seeking
positive student power. Such activity by students at Oberlin, Berkeley, Miles and Yale is well
known. Positive student power has
been discussed in the recent publication, The College Scene Now,
by Gerald K. Footlick (Wooster
'56) and at a conference at the
University of Minnesota, sponsored
re-defi- ne

by the National Student Associa
tion. (See article, page 5). The
effects of negative power, rarely
discussed, are felt when students
use their power to retard educational creativity and experimentation.
In the first instance, the desire
to participate in making decisions
affecting one's self, the students
have a great deal in common with
the more moderate proponents of
black power and blackboard
power, and with the New Left in
its advocacy of participatory democracy for the poor.
There is no open cry for negative power; it is with us when a
professor having new ideas and
approaches to his subject matter
meets students who want only the
familiar lecture method of teaching, who measure quality by volume of notes taken, who dismiss
as irrelevant an idea not specifically related to the course content,
and who come unprepared to an
independent study conference. This

negative power is prevalent on
all American campuses; its influence is felt by teachers and administrators at Wooster.
Some teachers would welcome
innovation or the exercise of positive power by students. Student
power can be utilized to develop
a more stimulating classroom experience, even in those classrooms
which at present lack this stimulation. The teacher is hired to plan
an integrated educational experience utilizing his expertise not to
lecture exclusively. Students should
probe, question and challenge the
ideas offered by the teacher; students could lecture, give papers,
plan discussions, and in fact "take
over" the classroom. Independent
study research could be used as
a basis for lectures in a class room.
'A
recent chapel speaker has
suggested that the student would
do well to learn about his institutional environment. The College of
Wooster is a small private government with many different publics:

students, faculty members, administrators, trustees, alumni, donors,
and church members.
What students do not realize is
that faculty members and admimV
trators want their advice and seek
the help of students. Many times
faculty members discuss in meetings what they think the student
wants. Student comment and critique are excellent sources of feedback. Oftentimes curriclum
changes come about as a result of
student demands. If an urban
studies program should develop at
Wooster, students will be partially
responsible for the program's innovation. Curriculum changes
which are well thought out are
welcome.

In the publication The College
Scene Now, there is the suggestion
that although the early conflicts
have occurred between students
and administrators largely over
the issues of academic freedom
and social regulations in the future the confrontation will be

between students and faculty members regarding issues which are
now considered the prerogative of
the faculty namely curriculum

and tenure. This may be true, for
some students do see curriculum
and tenure policies as having great
effect upon their total educational
experience.

I would suggest an additional
point of conflict, the conflict between those students who are concerned about these issues and who
want to have a role in decisionmaking and those who do not want
to participate. When so few students do express an interest, it is
easy to challenge their representativeness. Moreover, at some point
the costs of assuming power become quite critical. Do the students
really want to shoulder the liability
or responsibility that is insepar-abl- e
from decision-making- ?
If
students are to judge their peers
in student courts, are they willing
to accept the consequences of a
(Continued on Pago 5)
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On Nov.

seven Wooster students attended the National Student Association (NSA)
Student Power Conference.
On Nov. 21 the role and rights of the student in the college community was the topic
congress meeting, ana Dotn ova meetings since that time have studied various
oi ine
17-1- 9

student-orienteissues in terms of
student power. Administrators of
the college have conferred with
students about the movement
through communications meetings
and small group discussions. The
Relatopic of the Student-Faculttions Committee Wednesday night
was student power.
Orientation To Action
The newsworthiness of all this
discussion, as opposed to conceptual approaches in previous
fiery orations and apathetic
is its orientation to action. Students, individually and
collectively, are moving to make
solvable issues of nagging questions and to find solutions which
will benefit the educational and
social environment of the college
community. Assuming their own
responsibility and competence in
many areas where they are now
ignored, they are participating
rather than merely existing in
their environment.
Special 399 programs are gaining status as more students realize
the possibilities of pursuing education in a problematic, interest-oriente- d
context rather than sticking dogmatically to a traditional
disciplinary course structure. The
S-system is being shown to
be a valuable means of relieving
pressure inhibitive to creativity.
The IS programs in several departin
ments are being
order to strengthen individual
learning experiences within the
context of the whole educational
d
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1967 CHRISTMAS BAZAAR WILL CONTINUE AT THE ART CENTER
TUESDAY, DEC. 12. THE EXHIBITION OPENED ON NOV. 30 WITH A
RECORD
NUMBER OF ORIGINAL PRINTS AND CERAMICS ON DISPLAY. SUSAN
MORELAND, A SENIOR FROM PITTSBURGH, WAS ONE OF THE STUDENT HELPERS
AT THE OPENING (SEE PHOTO).
THERE IS STILL A GOOD SELECTION OF PRINTS AND POTTERY AVAILABLE
FOR WEEKEND BROWSERS. ALL 'ITEMS RESERVED IN THE SALE MUST BE PICKED
UP BY 12 NOON ON DEC. 12.
2
REGULAR
HOURS AT THE ART CENTER ARE:
AND
MONDAY
ON SUNDAY.
THROUGH FRIDAY, 2-- 5
THE

THROUGH

9-1-

After a month and a half of
committee of
study a
faculty, students and administration has completed its
of the Student Activity Fee. Its
proposals will be presented for approval of the Administrative Committee of the Board of Trustees at
its meeting tomorrow.
Officially termed General Fees,
the proposals involve a slight restructuring from the present Student Activity Fee. The proposals
are broken into three categories:
14-memb-

er

re-evaluat- ion

ACTIVITIES FEES
INDEX

$

450
100

THISTLE

1-

-5

The major difference between
the totals is due to the addition
of the Student Group Insurance,
now a separate item, to the fee
package. Also included in the proposals is the omission of the fee
for moving and remodeling the
TUB and the dropping of appropriations to the Speech Department
and the Scot Marching Band. The
miscellaneous category under the
present fee is subsumed under Athletics in the recommended fee. The
proposed appropriation to the SGA
includes whatever funds might be
necessary for programing in the

4.00
25.00
21.00 new Lowry Center.

VOICE
SGA
ATHLETICS
HEALTH

Hygela Maintenance
Student Group Insurance
TOTAL

$ 16.00

INDEX
VOICE

Speech Department
Scot Marching Band
SGA

Misc.: NCA Ins., athletic injuries
not covered by group ins. etc.
Health Service (inc. maint.
of Hygeia Hall)
Moving ft Remodeling TUB
TOTAL

U

re-evaluat- ed

6.50
4.00
1.00
3.50
20.00
3.00
41.00
10.00

$105.00

?WOMEN'S

HOURS

ABOLISHED?

Monday night at 8 Zeitgeist
d
will be the scene of an
discussion on women's
hours. Women students, faculty and administration are
invited to air their views on
this subject. Male students are
open-ende-

cordially NOT invited.
Coffee will be served.

s,

y

y

non-existen-

t.

Rapid Dissemination
Students are finding new ways
of communicating with each other
as they discover more things to
talk about. A telephone network
for rapid dissemination of information is being established and
will soon be available for news
flashes of campus interest. The
SGA is working out a student
opinion poll which will be used
to assess student feeling on various
issues. The NSA is playing an increasingly important role at Wooster by making available information . about problems on other
campuses, and suggesting ways of
implementing student power at

process.
Next Wednesday the Pre-meclub is sponsoring a seminar on Wooster.
In response to various probdrugs. This and other programs
oriented to current problems are lems at Wooster, ad hoc groups are
a valuable means of helping stu- working to channel controversy indents make mature judgments on to creative discussion, and ultimately, to reform within the sysmatters which they must face.
teacher-evaluatiotem. Groups and individuals are
Through a new
plan and the CCA Depth Edu- in various stages of progress concation Group, students are engag- fronting issues. Women's hours,
room inspection procedures, re
ing in creative, action-orienteanalysis of Wooster as an aca- quired church attendance, chapel
demic community.
programs, college architecture,
d

45.00
28.00
$130.50

This compares with the present
Student Activity Fee:
Athletic Facilities

mur-muring-

better learning environment, students are working to open up more
effective channels of communication, both personal and institutional, with other members of the
community. The Faculty Firesides
are working in this direction and
faculty "chaperones" at student
social events are increasingly
treated as guests rather than
policemen.
The Student-FacultRelations Committee provides a
channel for cooperative decision
making at the institutional level.
Effective two-waunderstanding
between students and administrators is a pressing problem
which will be solved only when
both parties can talk candidly and
in an environment of mutual respect, but direct communication
between students and trustees is
Thus far, no means
of relieving this alienation has
been found.

n

d

Taking a more active role in military recruitment on campus,
making the campus community a establishment of a joint student--

faculty Educational Policy Committee, and student representation
on the Staff and Tenure Committee, Presidential selection, and student participation in the formulation of social regulations (drinking, parietal hours, chaperones,
off campus
parties, etc.)
are
among the issues which are de--

manding the interest and action of
all members of the community.
The SGA is standing ready to
channel student views to the ap- -

....

j
piupnai.es aununisiraiors,
out is
impotent without student interest
and backing. On Nov. 21 the Con
gress resolved that women should
set their own hours and presented
its views to the personnel deans.
Ad hoc groups of women are stimulating discussion among their associates, but massive student participation is needed.
.

.

i
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Beyond Wayne Ave.
Ron Young spoke last week to a
student body ready to take a stand
on issues which go beyond Wayne
Avenue. Une group response was
to leave chapel as a demonstration
of their political convictions. Another group has responded by
iormmg a draft resistance organization to work in the Wooster area.
Both groups have demonstrated
the widespread feeling that the
time for commitment is upon us.
As one Wooster student has said,
"If students are unwilling to work
for reform like responsible adults,
then they will remain the children
that Galpm has always wanted
them to be."

ONE-AC-

T

PLAYWRITING

COMPETITION

the interest of creativity,
the Little Theatre is sponsoring a one-a- ct
playwriting
contest. Two to three top
scripts will be given production on March 22 and 23,
1968. All entries are due in
the speech office no later than
Feb. 1.
In

VOICE
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Conferred Or Won?

Student Power

Student power and activism are the
successors to student dissent and protest.
Dissent and protest were always the symptoms of a student body chafed by a pattern
of entrenched presuppositions as to the
students' collective maturity, of petty rules
and regulations which patently contradict
the spirit with which they were originally
introduced, of basic living inconveniences,
of obnoxious parentalism, of institutional
hubris, of circuitous faculty intrigues, of
conniving administrators, of distantly
but powerful trustees, and, simply,
of closed minds. Student power, especially
if applied to Wooster, has a quite clear
task: namely, to change all that.
But the Sistine Chapel, let alone Rome,
was not built in a day. The conferring of
power, so beautifully symbolized by the
light touch of the finger, requires a long,
painstaking, and delicate probe into the
whys and wherefores of the conferees. So
long, painstaking, and delicate, in fact, that
it is doubtful if student power can be conferred; in most cases, it has been achieved
only after appreciable struggle. Student
power, after all, is not an academic degree. Its challenging possibilities are met
time after time by the student throughout
his four years, not at the end of the undergraduate road, but the student cannot lie
back and hope that it is brought to him.
Meanwhile, is student power a good thing
in the first place? In the final analysis, if
its effects are beneficial to higher education
the answer is in the affirmative. The opponents of student power who argue that
an institution should be what it wants to
be, not what a bunch of transient student
out-of-tou-
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activists want
never willing
intimacy with
has any value

it to be, are, first of all,
to admit that the students'

the immediate campus scene
comparable to an historical
overview of the institution (which they
take much stock in) ; secondly, they cannot
be ignorant of the fact that "institution"
is a convenient abstraction used frequently
to represent what are really the limited
visions of a few men. The pressures exerted
upon the small, liberal arts college by such
national interests as the chemical industry,
moreover, have so twisted the good motives
and fine ideals of higher educational institutions that upon many of its theatres of

confrontation the student power movement
has appeared to address itself to the problem of reminding those institutions of what
those motives and ideals are. It is somewhat
like little Mary, in Pratt's Ten Nights in a
who begs her drunken father
Bar-Roo-

m,

to please come home.
At least it can be said that student power
has a pretention to this role of helping the
college survive in the corporate structure

in serious concern for those who generally
favor it and triumphant and smug
for those generally opposing it.
by reorganizing and strengthening it in- In the end, it is up to the students to make
ternally. The violence, rudeness, and in- of it what they will, socially or academictimidation which are connoted when "stu- ally, searching within themselves for a jusdent power" becomes a topic for discussion tification of
and
in academic or administrative circles result
self-determinati-

LoHers To The Id if o r
significant in their purpose.
Shocking Rumor
Now, I could call the campus to
To the Editor:
The causes and methods of pro- protest, asking that everyone get
lawful
test are increasingly becoming a out and stand for their
either
crosswalks
problem on campus. In an effort rights in the
yield or run
to prevent myself from becoming forcing the drivers to
But
then again, I don't
conventionalist us over.
a
of irrevocable
I have adopted a cause and suggest think that this form
letter)
the
runout
(witness
action
that the formal approach to camends.
pus problems be used more fre- best serves our
Instead I think it would be more
quently in the future.
sensible
to go through the convenI have heard, through rumor,
that the administration plans to tional lines of communication and
construct electrified chain fences decision. I am, therefore, going to
along Beall Avenue to prevent stu- submit a motion to the SGA Condents from jaywalking. Although gress calling for a letter to the
this is probably a distortion of the administration asking that signs be
truth, as was the letter concerning posted at either end of the campus
runout, it will serve my purpose reading Yield to Pedestrians at
of comparison. I do not think that Crosswalks" and that phosphoresconstructing fences will solve the cent markers be placed along the
crosswalks for identification
problem.
As legal support, I consulted the
My apologies to anyone who
Ohio State Code of 1966 and quote
relevant parts of articles 4511.46 wanted to form a minority protest
and 4511.48 respectively: "The group but we can be more rational
operator of anv vehicle . . . shall in our approach to disagreements
yield the right of way to a pedes concerning campus policies.
Stephen Gner
trian lawfully crossing the road
way within any crosswalk" and
"every pedestrian crossing a roadI.S. Evaluation
at any point other than To the Editor:
way
As a matter of information to
within a marked crosswalk . .
all
shall yield the right of way to
the student body, the following lettraffic operating lawfully upon the ter was sent to Dr. Cropp and the
roadway. As the situation exists Faculty Committee on Independent
vehicles do not yield to pedestrians Study early last month.
One of the major concerns of
at crosswalks, rendering them in
non-conformi-

ng
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the Student Educational Affairs
Committee is an evaluation of the
present Independent Study pro
gram. We are m favor of the program and wish to see it work as
effectively as possible. However,
evidences of student dissatisfaction and disappointment indicate
that the objectives are not being
fulfilled in all departments.
In order to define the problem
areas more clearly we plan to conduct a survey of the juniors and
seniors in all departments. Each
will be asked to evaluate his department's handling of the IS pro
gram in light of the statement of
policy of his department.
We hope our results may be of
benefit to your committee.
Joan Kelley
Educational Affairs Comm

.

GARY HOUSTON,
TOM MILLER
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The committee has enThis past October Carleton
dorsed
with minor modifications
College (Northfield, MinnJ,
the proposals of the Women's Leasmall, liberal arts college gue for progressive abandonment
which has just completed its of restrictions on the time when
Centennial year, published its
Reports of the President and the
academ- Treasurer for the 1966-6T
mi
XI
ic year, ine resident, jonn w.
Nason, is the former president of
Swarthmore and one of the na
tion's foremost innovative
7

r

TTTT
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Some of Nason's remarks, in re

porting upon bocial and Academic Progress" at Carleton, include these:
The campus had a distinctly
more friendly atmosphere . . .
The gradual inclusion of students
on a number of faculty commit
tees was an earnest of faculty concern for student opinions. These
Dunkel Rating
developments not only reflected the
To the Editor:
Nov. lOth's VOICE contained changed atmosphere, but also con
tributed to it.
an editorial suggesting a
ation of emphasis on varsity ath
"The report of the Joint Comletics on the basis of the death of mittee on Social Policy . . . had
"another varsity athlete." It may a settling and stabilizing effect. Rebe suggested that the matter can drafted time and again by the
be more thoroughly understood if Committee, discussed at length
a quantitative study is made. This with groups of students, revised
obvious correlation between ath and finally approved by both facletic emphasis and fatalities can be ulty and trustees at special meetstudied by rating Wooster against ings at the beginning of the acaother schools. Certainly any of the demic year, it had the kind of
top ten teams in the nation place authority which comes from the
more emphasis on varsity athletics considered judgment of the college
than the College of Wooster. We community . . . The students most
should, then, be able to determine concerned with ultra-libersocial
a fatality index based on a foot policies and with a student vote
ball team's record. For, example in the governance of the College
the College of Wooster has a "Dun were presented not with arbitrary
kel Rating" of 38.0 while Notre administrative fiats regarding conDame's rating is 100.3, or roughly duct, but with the reflective and
three times as high. This ratio considered opinion of faculty, trusestablishes clearly that Notre Dame tees, administration and many stumay expect 2.87 fatalities this sea dents. Largely because of this fact
son.
the report became accepted as the
To connect a rise in number o basis for gradual social change.
victories or student interest with
"The report is more important
two bizarre, tragic and isolated for its general principles than for
incidents certainly is as ridiculous its specific recommendations. It
and is in as revoltingly poor taste reaffirms the College's responsias the above example.
bility for the moral and social deRobert D. Buettner
velopment of students as well as
for their intellectual development.
4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.1.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.1,
It recognizes that the accepted soIN THIS ISSUE:
cial mores of American society do
change and that the College must
The Chicago
take cognizance of that fact in
Literary Review
drawing up its ground rules for
conduct
y ii
y
y y jji
y iy
11 y y
re-eva-
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Carleton President Reports
On Student-Facult- y
Committees

lu

.
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self-confirmati-
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students must return to
their dormitories
The committee has further recommended
a change in the prohibition of alcoholic beverages on the campus
to permit students who are 21 or
over to drink in their dormitory
rooms and under certain specified
and limited circumstances at chaperoned parties. Thus the College's
policy will conform more closely
to the laws of the State of Minnesota, which themselves are more
restrictive than those of several
states from which many students
come."
women

...

Chairman Wagner
Outlines Criteria
In a letter to all Wooster alumni,
Cary Wagner, Chairman of the
Board of Trustees, outlined the
principle points of the criteria to
be applied to those nominated for
the presidency of the College:
ar
Age: Should have at least a
in the job.
Religion: Should be a practicing Protestant, who will preserve the church-collerelationship, and who is sensitive
to the changes taking place in the Church.
Education: Ph.D. desirable. Must be
scholarly enough to command the respect
of the faculty and student body.
Experience: Liberal Arts college teaching experience desirable. Should have
successful administrative experience. Must
be sensitive and sympathetic
to the
10-ye-

expectancy

ge

changes taking place in education today.
Personal: Should make friends easily,
be dedicated to the College and his job;
willing to spend time away from home
when required; able to write and speak
effectively; interested in new ideas; a
good disciplinarian without being a martinet; must not have a "Jehovah complex"; preferably married to one who is
an enthusiastic supporter of his work;
must understand a budget and be willing
to adhere to one; should have rugged
health.
Members of the Board's Presi-

dential Nominating Committee
are: J. William Pocock, Chairman;
George Armington, Juliet Stroh
Blanchard, John W. Dodds, Daniel
C. Funk, W. Dean Hopkins, John
H. Weeks, and Cary Wagner, secretary.
(See VOICE, Nov. 17, for Student Committee's provisional list of
selection criteria.)
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Duty Over Ideology In War

versities throughout the United
States, including the lecture at the
College of Wooster during which
the Ferris Chair of Philosophy was
dedicated in 1964.
Born in Lulea, Sweden, in 1908,
he came to the United States at
the age of 13. He received his AB
from Boston University in 1931
where he was the Augustus Howe
Buck Scholar and Fellow from
1927-34- .
In 1934, he was granted
his Bachelor of Divinity degree
from Andover Newton Theological
Seminary.

(Editor's Note: Paul McKnight, who was to graduate from Wooster, class of '67, was drafted in the
summer of 1966 and is now stationed in Nha Trang, Vietnam. Below is the first of a series of correspondence he is writing exclusively for VOICE.)

jpj

TRANG

VIETNAM
When GI's hear of the peace demonstrations back home, they react either with a kind
of cautious neutralism, slight envy ("I spent a year over here. If I have to do it so should
they. ), to out and out reactiomsm. The latter is found very seldom amongst the enlisted
men I've known. When the subject of the war comes up, the conversation usually turns away
from politics and towards the Iat
est adventures of the Green Berets, Barnes should be implicated in he thought he had in his wallet
the stars in this war, discussed this type of thing. It belies a gross was missing, he immediately
like football teams back in the
btates. Or it
may turn to the
latest activity of
the VC in the
immediate area.
When asked
what he thinks
of us being
here, fighting on
one side in a
civil war, h e
s.will somewhat
McKnight
sheepishly say,
of
in the same tone
voice he would
tell you about his religion, which
he respects but does not understand, that Vietnam is a showdown
between free enterprise democracy
and the communist menace. He
will often quote the domino theory,
and then leave the subject as
gracefully as possible. "I just do
my job," he'll say, "then I go
back to the States and ETS." (Get
a discharge.)
Sergeant Barnes, currently assigned here, is a veteran of the
Berkeley confrontation of a year
or so ago. He is an amiable fellow,
a friendly Californian, portly and
jovial, and the antithesis of what
the draft resisters probably figured
him for at Berkeley. It is unfortunate that people like Sergeant

misunderstanding on both sides.
Barnes was completely bewildered
by the Berkeley students, and to
this day cannot understand why
they treated with such bitterness
him and his colleagues, who are
engaged in an innocent recruiting
mission in the university campus,
which, in better days, would have
been well received.
But the instinct for self preser-

vation in the Army "lifer" is powerful, and if or when a riot threatens, it is the Army who will take
the first step, recalling the best
military strategy, the offensive. In
a war, the motto is "shoot to kill."
This psychology carries over into
a situation with civilian demonstrations.
Time and the U.S. forces newspaper, Pacific Stars and Stripes,
described the Washington peace
demonstration with words like
"mob," playing up the violence,
playing down the numbers of the
demonstrators. The news sources
seemed to be all Pentagon and
government officials, and the attitude expressed in the dispatches
available here was. one of "us"
(the government , including the
Army, Navy and Air Force)
against "them," a group of young
clowns, old cranks, mavericks,
elecommunists, and anti-sociments, all dangerous and possibly
subversive to American, or rather
government security.
al

Distinctive Dining

The appropriate military attitude, as held by the recruiters at
Berkeley, was: "anyone against us
is our enemy dangerous, theaten-ing- ,
Sundays 11:30 a.m.
and to be handled with exto 8:30 p.m.
treme caution." This slightly paranoid frame of mind is one and the
Closed Mondays
same with that of the editor of
at 3:30 p.m.
the article on "The New Isolationism," appearing in Time in the
TRY OUR TENDER
aftermath of the events of the
PRESSURE-COOKE- D
Pentagon demonstration. To equate sentiments for abandoning
CHICKEN!
Vietnam with lessening economic
cooperation with other countries is
SERVICE
IN CARRY-OU- T
to sadly miss the point. But it conforms well with this paranoid miliCatering to: Banquets,
tary attitude.
Private Parties, Family Meals
In Vietnam, the inscrutable face
Fish Fry Every Friday Evening
of the Orient takes in the character
All You Can Eat of "Charlie." All "gooks" are VCS
5 to 7 p.m.
(Viet Cong Suspects), which may
Ph. 262-78for Reservations
not be far from the truth, in fact.
"Gook" and "Hippie" are similar
words. Both coming from the
mouth of the military man, are
convenient terms to describe a situation which cannot be understood.
Off Liberty St. (Rear)
My friend has criticized me for
145', E. Liberty St.
not carrying some kind of weapon
&
Helen Jeffrey, Owner Operator when in town. When this same
person discovered that the money

Open Daily 10:30 a.m.
to 8:30 p.m.

06

STARK'S
Restaurant

NICK AMSTER'S

Weather Vane - Forecast
CoJege Campus Sweepstakes
75 Prizes Worth Over $400.00
Congratulations to Our 6th Winner:

JONATHAN JONES
Stop in at your convenience and select your
LAKELAND CLICKER JACKET. Value $25.00.

FREE

Did you miss your chance to win this $25 Jacket?
The next drawing is Dec. 13th. And what a prize it

will be to win for Christmas.

Amster's and get that stub

In

Get down to Nick
the barrel.

pulled a knife on the girl he was
with and told her to hand it over.
She, distraught from fear, fumbled
through the drawers of the end
tables and under the mattress, trying to show him, with his blade
waving at her, that she did not
take his money. Later, he found it
in his pocket, where he had hidden
it.

Iff

pltell

Noted Philosopher
Comes

Yooster

The pretense of friendliness is
To
kept up, until the slightest provocation, and then the trained G.I.,
by Jim Giannell
like the Army, blows his cool, and
Dr. Nels F. S. Ferre, educator,
shows his true psychology.
theologian and philosopher, will
Paul McKnight, PFC join the Wooster faculty next September as the Ferris Professor of
Philosophy.
Dr. Ferre comes to Wooster
from Parsons College in Iowa
where he has been a scholar in
residence since 1965. Prior to 1965
he was Abbot Professor of ChrisChicago was the scene of the tian Theology
at Andover Newton
Conference of Concerned Demo- Theological
Seminary from 1940
crats last weekend. Three Wooster to 1950 and
from 1957 to 1965.
students, Mark McColloch, John From 1950
to 1957 he was ProJimison and John Dineen were fessor of Philosophical
Theology at
among the more than 2,000 dele- Vanderbilt
University Divinity
gates from 42 states. The Confer- School.
ence represented the coming toIn addition, Professor Ferre has
gether of the many groups of dissenting Democrats across the coun- been a visiting lecturer at Harvard
(1947-48)- ;
Fulbright
try who are now uniting behind University
Lecturer
at
Oxford
University,
Minnesota's Sen. Eugene McEngland, (1951-52- )
; Visiting Lee-turCarthy.
at the Boston University
On Saturday night the Sen- School of Theology (1959-60)- ;
ator gave an address to an en- Visiting Lecturer at Doshisha Unithusiastic overflow crowd at the versity, Kyoto, Japan (1961) ; and
Conrad Hilton. At this time he Visiting Lecturer at the Near East
officially announced his plans and School of Theology, Beirut, Leba-noexplained his opposition to John'
(1962).
He
son.
is "concerned that the
Professor Ferre has given many
Administration seems to have set lectures
at many colleges and uni
no limits on the price that it yill
pay for military victory." This
price is already, as he noted, set
at 15,000 U.S. deaths and 100,000
Six new members of the college
casualities, deaths in South Vietof Trustees were elected by
Board
nam alone up in the hundreds of
thousands, and a steadily rising the Synod of Ohio.
The six include:
expenditure of two to three billion
Miss
Laura Bornholdt, St. Louis,
dollars per month. The Senator relates the growing crisis within Missouri. Formerly a professor at
Dean
WeUesley ,and currently
America to continuation of this on the staff ofof The Danforth
Foundawar. He is hopeful that his can- tion, St. Louis.
didacy can serve as a challenge
Calvin Buchanan, Maumee, Ohio.
and "restore to many people a be- Minister, First Presbyterian Church.
lief in the processes of American Graduate of Wooster in the class of
1947.
politics and of American governLouis E. Black, Cleveland, Ohio.
ment."
President, Chandles & Price Co., manu-

McCarthy Push
Seen A Caucus

er

n

Board Increased

Rad-cliff-

Delegates went away from the
Cpnference with the belief that
McCarthy is a serious candidate
and not a "stalking horse" as LBJ
crony Gov. Connally calls him. McCarthy points out that he is not
breaking with the party but that
Lyndon Johnson has broken with
the party and with the American
people since 1964 when he pledged
"no wider war" in Asia and promised not to commit hundreds of
thousands of U.S. troops in Asia.

facturers of
Wooster, '40.

graphic

arts

Professor Ferre received both
his A.M. (1936) and Ph.D.
(1938) degrees from Harvard University. In 1936-37- ,
while the Shel-do- n
traveling fellow, Harvard to
Europe, he studied at Upsale and
Lund Universities in Sweden. In
1936 he was the recipient of a Doctor of Divinity (D.D.) degree from
Boston University.
Professor Ferre is the author of
more than 30 books and the author
and
of hundreds of ad-- ,
ditional books, articles and book
reviews. His distinguished career
has made him the subject of more
than 50 articles and "The Theo-log- y
of Nels F. S. Ferre" has been
the subject of doctoral dissertations
of 11 graduate students.
Dr. Ferre and his wife, Kath-erinhave four children, the
y
youngest of whom, Faith, is
a junior at Wooster.
co-auth-

or

e,

cur-rentl-

The Ferris Chair is named for
Frank Halliday Ferris, who was
the reverend of the Fairmount
Presbyterian Church in Cleveland.
Established three years ago by
friends in honor of his service, the
Chair honors a man who was a
Visiting Professor of Religion at
the College from 1952 until 1956.

Before
you do your

Christmas
Shopping...

e,

materials.

Robert Critchfield, Wooster, Ohio.
Senior Partner in the law firm of
Critchfield Critchfield, Critchfield and
Johnston.
Max A. Lauffer, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Andrew Mellon Professor of Biophysics,
Dept. of Biophysics and Microbiology,
University of Pittsburgh. Member of the
Board of Christian Education, The
United Presbyterian Church USA.
John E. Smeltz, Shaker Heights, 0.
Attorney with the law firm of Henderson, Quail, Schneider and Smeltz. A
1944 graduate of Wooster.
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prosperous New Year.
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Faculty Meets, Helps In 'Chats'
At its Nov. 27 meeting the
faculty acted on recommendations of the Educational Policy
Committee and heard reports
from other committees. Only one
of the recommendations failed to
meet with faculty approval.
This was a proposal to revise
the school calendar for the next
two years. It called for a number
r
of major changes in the
calendar approved by the faculty
in their October meeting. The approved calendar is similar to the
present one. The new calendar
would have retained the semester
plan, but would have begun the
fall semester three weeks earlier
and the spring semester one week
later. First semester would have
been completed by Christmas vacation.
Among proposals passed were
numerous course revisions in the
departments of art and political
science. Changes in the former included the expansion from two to
two-yea-

three credit hous of courses in the
history of architecture and in modern architecture. This is to allow
for more adequate consideration
of material.
The political science department
has redefined the area of its major,
dropped six courses, redefined the
content of seven others and added
two new courses. The additions are
courses in urban politics and world
politics. Among other revisions,
students majoring in the field are
no longer specifically required to
take the
course in the
history of political thought. A
new course in world politics has
been added to those political
science courses which will help
fulfill the general Group III requirement.
The faculty also approved the
recommendation that starting next
semester
grades
would be reported only for freshmen and for students who have
grades of D, F, or U. Also passed
was a statement urging faculty co- two-semest-

er

mid-semest-

er

Students Attack Church Rule,
Trustees Assess Church Role
An ad hoc committee is working to abolish the church attendance requirement, and a petition is
being circulated to assess student
opinion on the right of The College
of Wooster to demand church involvement of any student, regardless of his convictions or opinion.
The question is not the extent to
which a student must be involved
in religion but the extent to which
the administration may be legitimately involved in the spiritual life
of an individual.
The following is a statement on
Church Involvement Expectation
Reform by Thomas A. O'Riordan,
spakesman for the ad hoc committee:
We, the members of the freshman
class who oppose the Chureh Involvement
Expectation, feel that the administration
and Board of Trustees have no right
whatsoever to compel us to attend religious observances. This rule itself contradicts the college's own policy of church
relatedness found on page 22 of "Adventures ib Education." The implications
of a liberal arts education do not include
forcing a student to make a hypocrite of
himself by insincere church attendance.
It is degrading to the minister and his
congregation to be part of a mockery of
Christian faith. The administration itself
is guilty of misinterpreting the rule as
set forth by the Board of Trustees. Last
year the Board stated that a conscientious
objector to the rule would be exempt.
This statement was omitted from the
form.
Expectation
Church Involvement
The most important fact against this
archaic statute, is that it confines the individual's meaning and existence. The
Colleae has the right to control a stu
dent's interrelationship with others on the

campus, but

It

cannot bend an

Certain
church-relatedne-

features

ss

of Wooster's
were the major

concerns of the Trustee Committee on the Religious Dimension of
the College at its initial meeting
late last month. The committee discussed the ties between Wooster
and the Presbyterian Church, the
curricular requirements connected
with religion, and the religious
programs on the campus.
As a result of its initial meeting,
the committee has set up a future
conference on the role of church
relationship in curriculum and aca
demic affairs. A select group of
1U faculty, 10 students, the Educational Policy Committee, and the
academic dean will discuss this
topic on Dec. 10.
The committee's purpose is to
study the future of Wooster's
church relationship and its impli
cations, the committee is to gather
facts, engage in consultations, and
report its findings and recommendations at the Trustees' meeting this
June.
The committee consists of two
professors, Drs. Moldstad and
Warner, two students, Joan Fasold
and Steve Scott, a representative
of Westminster Church, Mrs. G. T.
Smith, and seven trustees and
alumni. Mrs. Werner J. Blanchard
is head of the committee.
.

operation with the new program
which the Student Lducational Affairs Committee is to develop for
student evaluation of faculty. According to Dr. Frederick Cropp,
who presided at the meeting, only
40 members of the faculty used
the old method of evaluation last
semester. Of these only 32 received
meaningful results.
The faculty agreed to transmit
to VOICE through the office of the
Dean of the College the transactions of each of its meetings.
In committee reports it was
noted that Mrs. Ruth Smyth and
Mrs. Gordon Shull are the two
additional faculty representatives
to the Student-FacultRelations
Committee. The constitution of the
Social Action Committee was
passed with the amendment that
any further amendments are to be
approved by the faculty. To receive official recognition any student organization must gain
faculty approval.
In addition the faculty approved
a committee recommendation calling for a restriction in the number
of honorary degrees to be granted
during each year. The number is
to be held to a maximum of 6 or 7.
"Faculty Firesides" for this first
semester is in full swing, and reports indicate that the results are
most fruitful to both students and
faculty. The program calls for informal gatherings of a handful
of students and a prof, at the
latter's home. There is no discus
sion topic, no "suggested reading
material," and no reason why discussion must be related to the
faculty member's field. Rather, the
interests are bound to be diverse,
the conversation liable to touch
upon anything.
Lee Parks, of the SGA Union
Board's Social and Cultural Committee has coordinated the program, with help from Pat Pollock
and Roger Slugg. Of 81 faculty
members contacted, 42 said they
were able to host such a ctoud. Lee
reported. The professors have ex
pressed surprise at the diversity of
interests present in such small
groups.
Next semester the program will
be much the same, with many
more faculty members having free
the time to host an evening's
Because of the increased
number of faculty participants,
the committee hopes for an equally
enthusiastic group of students to
insure further success of the meet
ings. In this way, student-facultrelations may be strengthened on
an unpretentious and person-tperson level.
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THE BOOK NOOK
East Ohio Building

PUD

Meeting: Little to Report
Much to Lament
by Roger Nicholls
November 20 which were made (Will there be a

I have just returned from
a meeting held in Zeitgeist to
discuss what is being planned
for the new Lowry Center. I
have seldom spent a more point-les- s
and frustrating hour.
The Chairman of the SGA Build-g- s
and Grounds Committee
spoke, admitting that he could tell
us little more than we could all
learn for ourselves from the plans
his committee had presented. Us
was about 20 students and one
faculty member (myself) : so much
for "a campus issue of major importance."
Lots of questions were posed and
ideas suggested. Few questions
were answered (where was Dr.
Baird who recently admitted in a
letter to VOICE "a need for more
information about this build
ing"?). As for the suggestions

cigarette machine?) we were advised to contact John Jimison by
letter, since he too failed to turn up
at the meeting.
So what do I have to report?
That a firm of interior decorators
will be on campus during the first"
week of December to tell us what
they are planning. They will meet
and discuss their proposals with a
committee of eleven, six of whom
will be students selected by John
Jimison. No one was able to say
how the members of the committee are to be chosen, upon what
qualifications the choice will be
based, or what qualifications John
Jimison has for making the choice.
Nothing else to report except a
personal plea. Please God, may it
not be Early American. Please
God, may it not be pseudo-any-thinCould not something on this
campus be real?
g.

O During the second semester, each
This weekend ZEITGEIST is presentstudent will have one free change in his ing ARMAGEDDON, a
t
play writcoed dining. hall assignment. If there is ten and directed by Chuck Noell with an
no vacancy in the chosen dining hall, his
cast. Performances will be toname will be placed on a waiting list. night and tomorrow night at 9:45.
The student will then be notified when
there is a vacancy. Contact Mrs. Double-de- e
at the Service Building if you wish
to change.
one-ac-

all-stude-

O The SGA Educational Affairs Commit
tee has a display explaining the nature
of 399-lev- el
courses in the conversation
room of the library. The display, which
will remain the duration of second semes
ter
contains such diverse
topics as Karate, the New Left and Po
litical Activism, Chess and Game Theory,
Playwriting and Contemporary Architecpre-registrati-

COCCIA HOUSE

PIZZA
Ravioli

764 Pittsburgh Avenue

ture.
hallucinatory drugs play an
important role in the lives of many college students, the
Club will
sponsor a symposium on drugs Tuesday,
Dec. 12 at 7:30 p.m. in the chapel. The
topic will be discussed by a panel of
experts who will cover the medical,
sociological and experimental aspects of
the problem. Speaking will be Dr. Richard
Since

Pre-Me-

nt

Spaghetti

on,

WOOSTER, OHIO

Phone

262-71- 36

d.

Griffin, psychiatry,-- Simon Dinitz, PhD.,
sociology; and Robert Fisher, PhD.,
phy-cholog-

y.

Dear little Christmas greetings now
purchasable through the Aubrey Beard-sle- y
Society of Wooster. Two for 25 cents.
Inquire Martha Mock, ext. 341.
Tonight THISTLE will present the
film version of Nabokov's LOLITA, featuring James Mason, in Scott Auditorium
at 7:30 and 9i30.

Closed Tuesdays

Open 'til

1

a.m. Week Days

Open 'til 2 a.m.
Friday and Saturday

Sundays
PIZZA ONLY

CARRY-OU- T

"

DICK MORRISON'S

4600 Cleveland Road

ter by analyzing the face and
profile appearances.

don't want to put

Santa Claus out of business

BILL MILLER,

Crjrfetmaa

y

al's mind. The argument that church is
a oart of a liberal arts education is false
in that a man's spiritual force need not
be an organized religion or faith. The
choice of creed or faith is strictly per
sonal.

LOVE THAT

ATTENTION
.

College Students

Available for your convenience: Complete selection prerecorded stereo tapes. Both 4 and 8 track cartridge reels for
car and home.

PHONE DAILY
262-650-

It's That Time Again!

2

Second Floor
249 E. Liberty St.
Wooster, Ohio

Time's getting short

That

well-know-

n

so don't delay

man

For Christmas shopping
Bring your list to us
FOR DRUGS

"Closest to the Campus"

is on

the way.

without a worry
but hurry!

feeulak BecJttel
Public Square

FRANCHISED

DEALER FOR

Lear Jet Car Tape Players
Sony Tape Recorders
Wollensak Tape Recorders
Scott Speakers, Tuners, complete range of components
Small Enough to Know You, Large Enough to Serve You

CAMERA SHOP
1007 PITTSBURG
WOOSTER

263-082-

AVE.
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Ethnic Cultures Discussed;

WAYNE COUNTY'S LARGEST SELECTION

Proposals Made For Wooster

MEN'S COLOGNE

by Larry Willis

Last month the Johnson
Foundation along with the National Endowment for the Humanities
the Secco-sponsor-

ed

ond Conference in Humanities of
the Great Lakes College Association, attended by Paul Christianson
of the English department, Kent
Weeks of the Political Science department, and Larry Willis.
The conference, composed of
two faculty members and one student from each of the GLCA
schools, convened for the purpose
of discussing the cultural involve-men- t
of America's minority
groups. The main emphasis was
on the American black man and
his culture.
Black Identification
During the proceedings, a paper
was read by Professor Bernard
Beck of Northwestern University
on "The Ordeal of Remaining
Black." In it, he tried to relate to
the audience the problem of the
black man's search for an identity.
Young whites seem to be
more interested in interacting on
blacks . . . and participating in
cultural freeloading of Negroes
This comment refers to
white participation in inner-citprograms. He continued by saying
that continued participation in
these programs would cause further unrest within the black ghetto.
The term "cultural freeloading"

"...

..."

y

MORE ON

Power Appraisal
(Continued from Page 1)

penalty such as suspension, which
today might mean releasing a
young man to the selective ser
vice? If students are to assume a
decision making role in budgetary
matters, will they also assume
liability in case of bankruptcy:
Student power at Wooster is
evident in the student evaluation
of faculty, the academic honor
code and the appointment of an
advisory committee on selection of
a president. Opportunity to partici
pate in decisions exists. It can be
expanded. However, until students
understand fully the decision mak
ing process in the private college
government, and until they under
stand the dimensions of their own
power revolution, student power
will continue to be more latent
than manifest, and more subject
to challenge than acceptance.

refers to those whites who enter
the ghetto to observe and try to
change these people to fit the
"white man's" standards, standards which Negroes are fast re
senting and rejecting.
Following the lecture the con
ference broke up into five discussion groups. We were to discuss
the various cultural programs on
y
our respective campuses. With
one exception there was not
a school which had or was plan
ning a program which would accentuate the cultural wealth within
the black community.
Later there were special interest
groups on: Music in the City, The
Arts in the Settlement House,
Changing Folkways in the Hills,
Special Opportunities in Education: Athletics and Scholarship vs.
New Programs and GLCA Phila
delphia Program. These groups
were open to those who were in
terested in the topic being discussed. Other groups were formed
spontaneously which indicated a
certain relaxed atmosphere of the
conference.
The performance of Gerald Wal
lace's "Up the Hill to My House,"
by members of the Underground
Theater, Henry Booth House, Chi
cago, followed. This was a presentation by a black drama group
accomprised of
tors who live within Chicago's
black ghetto.
Lorone Bennett Jr., author and
Senior Editor of Ebony Magazine,
spoke of "The New Negro Mood"
on the last day. In a very dynamic
manner he echoed much of the sentiment of the black ghetto. " . . .
the Negro rebellion is a cultural
as well as a social upheaval . . . "
This was part of his opening statement and from this he continued
to open the eyes of his predominately white audience.
In answer to statements concerning education for the black
ghetto man he said,
education cannot solve the race problem
because education is the race problem." He continued by pointing
out the elimination of black history
from our texts as one of the educational problems.
Suggestions for Wooster
A summary followed and ideas
were presented for further work
on home campuses. There are several programs which The College
of Wooster could initiate:
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WOMEN'S PERFUMES
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JOHN U. MONRO, Director of
Freshman Studies at Miles
College, Birmingham, Ala., as

pos-sibl-

non-profession-

A

he addressed a packed Chapel last week. Monro was
brought to the Wooster campus by the faculty Committee
on Negro Education to confer
with that committee on ways
of furthering the cooperation
between the two colleges and
to introduce him to the community. See this month's
PLAYBOY, p. 221, for further
information on Monro.
Seminar
(2) A course in History of Black Am

erica
(3) A course on the black performing

arts
(4) A course in American black litera-

ture
(5) Development of a Black Artist
series, sponsored in conjunction with other interested institutions
(6) Meaningful discussions on the problem of the Black Man in White America.
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THE PACK
We're ready if you are. Let us
show you how Christmas shopping can be a
pleasure, not an ordeal. Get a
headstart, then coast thru the most joyous
season of the year. Isn't that what
Christmas is all about!
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7:10 and 9:25

Sun. "Shrew" 2:10, 4:25, 6:45, 9:00
Mon. Open 7:15, "Shrew" 8:00

GO GO
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Ancient and Mod
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join the fun bunch this winter at
Ohio's first and finest ski resort

Who Knows His Way Around
Theatres
and London

i

Double Chair Lift

Two

T-Ba-

Five Electric Rope Tows
Night Skiing
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abnow Machines Groomed Slopes
FSki Patrol Swiss Barn Lottos
Three Fireplace Lounges
Hot Food and Beverages
J
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$330.00
Including air fare from New
York. Hotel with full English

Interstate

Ski Shop
Ski School
Rental Skis, Boots, Poles

FREE
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Box 160, Mansfield,

Ohio 44901

or phone 1419) 5227393

breakfast, and eight theatre
tickets.
While you are there the devaluation of the pound sterling means more value for

your dollar.

FLAIR TRAVEL
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Warm and wonderful, an Antron velvety quilted fleece robe.
Full length, zipping up the front. Flame red. Sizes
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Voice Sports

(From The

Mermen Wallowing,

Sidelines

Drop Relays, Dual
The season has just begun
and the Scot mermen are already wallowing in the wakes
of other swimming teams. The

by Phil Graham

Who says noise doesn't help? You've heard of black power and
student power and all kinds of other powers, but last Saturday night
run of bad luck extends through
-you saw a perfect example of what could be called noise power. Old
last Tuesday when the Woostermen
Severance Gymnasium snook, as the Wooster-watcher- s
turned out in
travelled to Muskingum for a dual
(2 4 Q
force (estimated at 1200 strong to witness the Scots'
meet, losing 48-5They also parat
home opener against Wittenberg. Ushers standing
ticipated in the OAC relays last
at the doors with giant shoehorns crammed an inSaturday, in which they finished
credible number of spectators into every possible
sixth this year.
files
seat. nook, and crannv including three-deeCoach Pat O'Brian has the mak-ing- s
1 stretchinsr around the balconv. And
it seemed as if
of a good team, however, with
f every one of these carried some sort of noise-make- r
returning lettermen and a good
SCOT GUARD TREVOR SHARP looks to pass off against Wit:J
- J woa ...:
:.
t evidence
i cum
were;
puuing ii iu guuuj use. iu
school
of frosh mermen. The formHe is guarded by high-scoritenberg.
Tiger, Stan Starkey.
trashcans, cymbals, a bass drum, assorted beer cans
er include captain Pete Finefrock,
(emDtv of course), and various and sundrv caea- 4
J '
J
Bob Bruce, Court Vandeusen,
''
contraptions which helped the
Bruce Halley, Gary Tyack and
Phil
75-7- 2,
open their season on a verv pleasant note.
Tom Fabian. Butterflier Bob
A Tiger rooting contingent which set up camp
Castle is not out this year and Ted
in the southwest corner of the gym was literally grossed and
Ball and Dan Dimpfl have been
drowned out by the din set by the collective Scot student body.
sidelined with injuries. Promising
This all came about as a result of Coach Al Van Wie's writing
freshmen include: Lee Harris, Bob
a letter to each of the sections exhorting them to come out and
by Tom Elston
Viall, Bob Taylor, Jim Allardice,
support the team. It seems that this happened last year when
Last Saturday night saw coach Al Van Wie's Fighting Joel Andrews and Jim Thomas.
tllA WhmIspm&ii' nl.It.J lL- - A:il- -l
vviciiiicii fuiisu ma iiiienoerg lumpui, A Ilarge crgwa.iT i
In the Muskingum meet: The
including the vvittie tratermties turned out and was a major factor Scots come through with a thrilling and unexpected victory
in the Tiger triumph. Van Wie was more than pleased with Satur- over the Tigers of Wittenberg, last year's Ohio Conference Scots jumped off to a good start
day's turnout, giving each section a vote of thanks on behalf of champions. The young and inexperienced Wooster smiad by placing first in the medley relay event in 4:13.1; Tom Fabian
the team and himself. He said that the enthusiastically cheering aownea an older
and mucn more
crowd "drove the team on, to pull the game out" during the final experienced unit with three re slowed the Witties considerably took a first in the 100-yar-d
freeand allowed the Scots to catch style, as did Pete Finefrock in the
minutes of the last quarter, and wished that the same "mob" turning starters.
them and take the lead.
would show up for every home game.
individual medley and
Woo
the
the
first
half
In
200-yarbackstroke.
This game was testimony to the old axiom that history repeats
The Scots as a whole, showed
catch-uball.
itself. Almost to the day the Wittenberg game of 1967 matches the cagers played mostly
great poise for being so inexperiIn two events they swept first
of Tiger
enced. They committed only two and second places. These were the
Wittenberg game of 1963 in circumstances and outcome. In 1962 The fantastic shooting
Wittenberg battled its way to the number one small college ranking guard Stan Starkey kept Witten- turnovers in the tense second half. 500-yarfree-styl- e
where Bob
in the nation. Their first game of the 1963 season was against Woo berg out in front until 4:43 re- The foul shooting of Beitzel and Bruce and Joel Andrews finished
and the same starting team which had won a national championship mained in the half, when Wooster especially Trevor Sharp, that as- in 6:09.4 and 6:13.3, respectively,
went ahead 30-2- 9
on two succes- sured us of
the year before came into a packed Severance "sardine-can- "
victory in the closing and the 200-yarand got sive
breast stroke
the corner by seconds,
from
jumpers
beaten by a team that wouldn't and couldn't, because of the crowd,
was a perfect example of where Bruce Halley and Bob Viall
Steve Bone. The lead was short"pressure play". Freshman Tom split the waves in 2:36.5 and
give up.
lived, however, as the Tigers, led
Dinger handled himself quite well 2:37.8, respectively.
Of course, this year's Tigers weren't the national champions by
Starkey, charged out in front in his first
collegiate game, as did
last year, just conference champs. And they didn't have their en- again. The teams headed for their
Despite these efforts the Mus-kie- s
Tom
Beeching
in his first starting
tire starting team back, just three, and on our side we didn't
barely pulled it out by eight
respective locker rooms with the assignment.
Rich Thompson played points, a difference of
have a Gribble or Jordan, but we did have four guys in double Witties out in front 41-3one first
a great game, hitting both from place
figures and a really fine team effort in a game in which noand one second place.
outside and underneath, as well as
body on campus, except maybe the basketball players themTomorrow
the mermen will try
cleaning the boards.
selves, thought we could win.
KICK RECORDS
to improve on their performances
The
face a neven tougher opponent this Saturday in
Tomorrow the cagers face a at the GLCA meet at Denison. The
Woo's other hooters, Dave
Central State. With a front line averaging 6' 8", the Scots have their
tough
Central State team at 8 p.m. best teams in the midwest will be
Oscar Alonzo,
work cut out for them. Come on out and show them some noise power! Poetter and
191
in
l's architectural gift to the there, including the Ohio power-house- s
perturned in record-breakiworld.
Kenyon and Wittenberg.
formances this season. Poetter
Wrapping up fall sports the Woo hooters dropped both their tied his brother's record for
games in the NCAA Mideast Regional championships. They lost most extra points kicked in
the opener to eventual repeating champ Wheaton, 0, and the a single game (8). He conconsolation match with Lake Forest, 2-- 1 . Three Scots were among verted eight times in the Ob-erl- in
the top ten scorers in the league, however: Dave Hicks tied for
game and was 21 for
by Doug Linton
fourth place with 15 points (eight goals, seven assists), and Stu 22 on the
season. Oscar broke
Miller and Chuck Noth tied for sixth with 13 points apiece (each the
The Scot grapplers, coached by Phil Shipe, opened
records for number of
with ten goals and three assists). That's teamwork!
punts in a season, 61, yardthe 1967-6- 8
season Wednesday afternoon at Denison. Last
Artie Wilson, Tom Kimmey and Mike Gordon were 8th, 10th
age, 2358, and single season
and 13th, respectively, in Conference rushing statistics. Wilson was
decision to the Big Red
team yardage of 2247 yards. season the Scots dropped a 22-1- 3
also third in kickoff returns in the Conference with the longest return
4-on the way to a 6 dual meet record. They scored 25 points
in the Conference (88 yards against Defiance), and the only kickoff
to take seventh place in the Ohio
return for a TD. Craig Jensen was fifth in punt returns and tied with
In the second half the Wooster-me- n
Conference championships and freshman starter. John Ekberg car-lie- s
four other people for third place in the interception department. Oscar
went to work. The Fighting
a
career record includAlonso kicked the longest punt in the Conference this year, 68 yards, Scots lived up to their name play- sent two wrestlers to the NCAA
ing
a
mark
from last year up
College
Division Tournament.
against Defiance.
ing aggressive, scrappy ball and
a weight class to 160. Don Black,
These two, Don Black and Mo lost his first
the Tiger
generally
round match in the
quintet. Tom Beeching started the Rajabi, should be top performers NCAA tournament, but still has
Results of Wednesday's game with Heidelberg:
an
half with some excellent shooting again this year in an experienced impressive
HEIDELBERG 77, WOOSTER 73
record over two
that put Wooster ahead. Following lineup of lettermen including cap- years. If Black continues the trend
his example, the whole team came tain Jeff Nye, John Ekberg, Rich he has set by finishing third
two
up with timely shots that kept Hilfer, Gary Okubo, Ed Smith and years ago and second last year,,
putting the Scots back in front Steve Lynch.
WOO
he could become Wooster's eighth
throughout
the
remainder
the
of
The
probable
PICKS
starting lineup: conference champ.
see-sabattle.
Gary Okubo, who wrestled at both
Eight Scot athletes were
Jeff Nye is the only senior and
chosen for All Ohio ConferAlthough the Woosterians were 115 and 123 and finished
captains the team at 177. Nye
should be stronger at 115 this year. added
d
ence honors for the Fall Sports outshot precentage-wise- ,
they
an
season last year
the Tigers because of their At 123 as freshman Rich Yoshi-kaw- for a career mark of
Season.
For
who should do more than the
aggressiveness
the
offensive
on
for-fetime
being
the
Scots
will
In football: Duane White
invites you to do
just fill a spot the Scots often had
five points at 191. Ed Smith
was chosen to the first team boards. Beitzel, Beeching and to forfeit last year.
all
Thompson
did
jobs
outstanding
will
wrestle unlimited and hope to
OC defensive unit as middle
Your Christmas Shopping
hauling
both
off
in
rebounds
Another
improve
freshman,
on last year's
Tom
Moore,
count.
guard. Artie Wilson gained
boards. Their work on the offen- will wrestle at 130. According to
Honorable Mention at the
while stocks are complete and
sive boards, however, was the de- Coach Shipe, Rich Heifer looks
halfback spot.
ciding factor in the game.
like he is ready to better last
before the last minute rush,
BOOTER CAPTAINS ELECTED
For the hooters: Mo Rajabi,
year's
record
he
as
moves
The
whole
team did a very good
Danny Adams, Marv Krohn
and
Pierre Radja and Dave Hicks
up seven pounds to 137.
job
the
defensively,
holding
Tigers
and Rick Martinez were electgot first team berths, as Stu
Mo Rajabi should provide more
to only 52 shots, while they shot
Any Scot May Charge It
ed
for the 1968
Miller was named to the sec79, and causing 10 turnovers. excitement this year at 145 after season at the soccer team
ond team, and Honorable
Starkey was the only threat Woos- an impressive showing in the Colbanquet Monday night.
Mention given to Danny Adter faced. He was eight for ten at lege Division Tournament, where
ams and Ted Caldwell.
halftime, scoring 21 points. He he was decisioned by the eventual
ended up with 36, 14 for 20 from winner, who went on to finish secA change in the schedule finds
the floor and eight for eight from ond in the University Division. Mo the Scots facing Kenyon at home
i
the foul line. Towards the end of picked up two points for the Scots Tuesday, Dec. 12 at 3:30. The
the first half and throughout most when he scored a pin in the con- Scots should be able to improve
of the second, the Scots played a solation round, the most points on last year's record, but will need
Diamond Merchants
switching
defense on Wooster has even gotten in the more than a little luck to get by
145 E. Liberty St., Wooster
him, keeping him from getting the Tournament.
favorites Hiram, B-Across, from Newbenys
ball, or getting a good shot. This
At 152, John Hatch is the third Denison and Ohio Wesleyan.
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